Practices of smellscape mapping by McLean, K. & McLean, K.
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Stunning views of  Edinburgh appear at unexpected moments between granite skyscrapers 
in this city of  haar and horizons. The silhouettes of  Edinburgh’s landmarks and buildings in 
themselves are not instantly recognisable. But the thin horizontal or vertical gaps that 
















/existing & preferred  
states 
‘We have at least five senses. By and large we use only one… 
missing out on 80% of the available information about the 
world… If we only perceive 20% of something, we’re unlikely to 
be able to relate appropriately to it.’
Foster, C (2016)
/existing state: humankind is operating at 20% 
/potential future:  
humans foreground alternative ways of knowing
‘When an intimacy occurs between “subject” and 
“object”, it must surely be the world of smell and 
the places they reside.’*  
*Lefebvre. H (1991)
/connections: smell, body, place…
/the 
framework 
/smellscape: as exterior to self & contextualised
the smellscape is the a term used to describe the odour landscape 
that surrounds us… “smells may be spatially ordered or place-
related”* for a single person 
“the smellscape is a spatial construct that exists for one person at a 
moment in time”**… therefore it has a limited temporal dimension?
*Porteous, J.D. (1985) ** Henshaw, V (2014)  
/smellscape: spatial
Smells are both airborne and embedded in surfaces, residing 
within the materiality of built structures and the natural world, 
as such the smellscape has both static & dynamic qualities 
/smellscape: temporal
inkythinking.com (2015)
“Smells are whimsical creatures. As 
errant hitchhikers of rides on air currents 
they appear to defy being tied to a 
location yet our nuanced perception of 
olfactory knowledge is often linked with 




Ephemeral & curious smells
Henshaw, V “Urban Smellscapes” (2014)
/smellscape: olfactory infoset & smell voids
Years required to detect every smell: 
1,000,000,000,000* / 24,000** = 
41,666,667 days 
41,666,667 / 365 =  
114,155 years  
except…
*Bushdid et al, (2014), **Tolaas, S in Bradley, L (2012)
Breaths per hour: 
24,000** / 24 = 
1000 bph 
Seconds per breath:  




McLean, K. (2014) ‘Smell Map Narratives of Place—Paris’ in Bissen, M and Vaughan, L (eds) New 
America Notes Online Issue 6 http://www.nanocrit.com/issues/6-2014/smell-map-narratives-place-paris
McLean, K. (2012) ‘Emotion, Location and the Senses: A Virtual Dérive Smell Map of Paris’, in 
Brasset, J et al. (eds) Proceedings of the 8th International Design and Emotion Conference, London
/you are not here…




‘You Are Here‘ / Group exhibition by invitation / National Library of Scotland / July 2016 – March 2017 
Smellmap: Edinburgh / Sensory Worlds Conference, IASH, Edinburgh, UK 2011 / Dec 2011  
Smellmap: Edinburgh / Edinburgh International Science Festival, John Hope Gateway, Botanic 








Smellmap: Glasgow / in Editors, P., Hessler, J., 2015. Map: Exploring The World, 01 edition. ed. Phaidon Press, London 
McLean, K (2013) ‘Smellmap: Glasgow’, in Buchroithner, M et al. (ed) Proceedings of the 26th International Cartographic 
Conference, Dresden http://icaci.org/files/documents/ICC_proceedings/ICC2013/ 
Smellmap: Glasgow / Sidney Cooper Gallery, Canterbury, UK / The Collected Group Show / April 2013 








Newport, RI, USA 
Smellmap: Newport / Nostalgias: Visualising Longing Conference, Pie Factory, Margate / Nov 2013 
Smellmap Newport Installation with Scents / Newport Visitor Centre / August 2012 
Smellmaps: Edinburgh, Glasgow, Newport / Illinois State University, Normal, IL, USA / Group Show / Sept 2013


&Duration 1.5 hours  |  Distance 10 miles  |  BYOBicycle  |  Meet at 10:30am at the Rogers 
High School parking lot on Wickham Road, Newport  |  FREE  |  email any queries to  
mcleankate@mac.com  |  Helmets mandatory!
A SMELL CYCLE RIDE WITH BRITISH SMELL MAPPER, KATE 
McLEAN & NEWPORT CARTOGRAPHER MARY HUTCHINSON
Catching the Whiff

















































































































































































SMELLSCAPE MAPPING BOSTON – SUMMER 2013
/AMS 2013 – 2014 
Amsterdam 
McLean, K (2014) ‘Smellmap Amsterdam: Olfactory Art & Smell Visualisation’, MIT Press Leonardo 
Smellmap: Amsterdam / IEEE VIS 2014 VISAP / Paris / Nov 9 – 14, 2014 
McLean, K. (2014) ‘Moving C’Art: mediating the quixotic volatility of Amsterdam’s spring smellscape’, 
Time Travellers – ESRC Charting the Digital, Jesus College, University of Oxford, UK









































“follow your nose” / Cheshire West & Chester, Arts Council, Lottery Funded / 






















































“Lyrical & Literal” – Two Canterbury Smells /upstairs at The Beaney / tiny 
installation with 2 classic smells diffused differently / July 10 – 17 2014


































































































The urban smells that were created have been collected 
entirely from their authentic sources. The constituent parts 
to the overall aroma of the greengrocers were all collected 
in situ and brought to the lab on the same day, retaining 
the freshness and clarity of odour. Similarly, when creating 
the smell of ‘history’, the items to be distilled were taken 
from locations almost entirely from within Canterbury 
city walls. These objects included prayer cushions, wood, 
incense and old books. The legitimacy of the source was 
paramount to this project.
Some in depth research in to techniques used within the 
perfume industry led to the successful use of two different 
methods: distillation and extraction. It was soon found that 
what may work very well as a method for one material was 
futile when applied to another. Ultimately, soft fruits and 
other botanicals with aromatic high notes were distilled 
using steam distillation, whereas old wood or musty fabric 
benefit  from the steeping and reflux action within a 
Soxhlet extractor, retaining deep base notes and caramel-
like tones that cannot be recovered via steam distillation.
It was found that within a few days of extraction or 
distillation, the distillates or ‘hydrosols’ soon grew mould. 
In order to prevent this and ensure a longer shelf life, 
steps were taken such as storing the scent bottles at a 
low temperature and adding a small amount of sodium 
benzoate [3], a safe preservative typically used in food 
which does not affect the smell or appearance of the 
distillate. This has prevented any mould growth and the 
aromas have remained fresh and accurate.
When the aromas of ‘strawberries’ and of ‘history’ were 
presented to the public in the form of an installation at 
the Beaney House of Art & Knowledge, we used two 
different methods of dispersal. The first used cold air 
diffusers which utilises ultrasonic waves to disperse vapour, 
and the second consisted of more traditional scent bottles.  
The cold air diffusers proved to be a more popular system 











































































Steam distillation [1] is a method of separating natural aromatic compounds 
from their source without being destroyed by heat. By adding steam, the 
pressure within the system is increased and the material boils at a lower 
temperature. This causes the volatile aromatic molecules to evaporate from 
the botanical material and condense, which is then collected and forms the 















































































































































































































































The Soxhlet extractor [2] was originally designed to extract fat from a solid 
material. The system works by heating a solvent in a round bottomed flask, 
which then condenses and drips down into the Soxhlet, which houses a 
paper thimble containing the matter to be extracted. When this is full, the 






/JFK 2011 – 2014 
New York 
McLean, K (2016) / “Mapping the City’s Smellscapes” in Harmon, K (Ed.) ‘You Are Here NYC: 
Mapping the Soul of the City‘, Princeton Architectural Press 
“New York’s Smelliest Blocks” in Antoniou, A., 2015. Mind the Map: Creative Mapmaking 




McLean, K (2016) in Harmon, K (Ed.) ‘You Are Here NYC: Mapping the Soul of the City‘, Princeton Architectural Press
/PMP 2014 
Pamplona 
McLean, K (2017) “Mapping Urban Ephemerals” in Kent, A & Vujakovic, P (Eds.) ‘Routledge 
Handbook of Mapping and Cartography‘, Routledge 
Smellmap: Pamplona / ‘Communicating the Intangible’ / Group exhibition : Research Work in 
Progress / Royal College of Art / Sept 17 – 24 2016 
Smellmap: Pamplona / Mapamundistas / smellwalks and live design creation, group show 













Scentscape mapping in 3D: Singapore / WiP at Royal College of Art / January 14 – 20, 2016 
McLean, K (2016) ‘Ex-formation as Method for Mapping Smellscapes’, T&F Communication Design Vol. 3 , Issue No. 2, 2015
/smells reveal rhythms – Lefebvre
‘… smells are a part of rhythms, reveal them: 
odours of the morning and evening, of hours of 
sunlight or darkness, of rain or fine weather. The 
rhythm analyst observes and retains smells as 






































































































































































































FINDINGS/CONCLUSIONS. As the eyes lose their supremacy the nose 
makes gains in our sensory perception of the world. Smellscape perceptions 
are highly nuanced, however city patterns may be revealed through data 
aggregation. From individual interpretations I moved on to interrogate the 
smell database and determined the most frequently-mentioned smell in 
each of the neighbourhoods and itemised which other city neighbourhoods 
each of these episodic smells11 also appeared. Background12 and curiosity 
smells13 were also identified to generate a humanistic smellscape.
Smell transcribed as watercolour; comparison of 
individual perceptions of AM and PM smellwalks10 
figs. 17 – 22 | Smellwalk transcription Kampong Glam #1 – 6 ©2016 Kate McLean figs. 23 – 28 | Smellwalk transcription Kampong Glam #7 – 12 ©2016 Kate McLean
My choice of watercolour as a medium for transcribing individually-perceived smelldata 
into visual records is based on its spontaneity, immediacy and facility to emulate some 
of the properties of embodied smell. Wet-on-wet techniques enable f luid intermingling 
of colours and diffusion similar to how odours swirl and disappear in the air. Dry-
brush visualises an on-off intensity as smells disappear only to reappear. Urban smells 
frequently layer, forming complex combinations as do colour pigments in a multi-layered 
glaze. The subjectivity of the original perception is retained through a method that is 
tolerant of imprecision. My GUIDELINES morph dependent on artistic response to 
each hand-written smellnote, reinforcing the qualitative element of smell perception.
GUIDELINES. Hue is dependent on smell descriptors (fast food = buttery yellow, 
perfume = pink, cut grass = vibrant yellow-green, exhaust = grey/black. Saturation 
reflects the perceived intensity of the odours. Size of the mark indicates smell duration 
(the shape itself is arbitrary, inspired by the description and association). Position on the 
walk route is sequential, only itemised in a particular place if indicated by the original 
smellwalker.
/am + pm smell intensity & duration – (2015)
McLean, K (2016)
/Scentscape “static movement” – (2015)
/exhibit: Scentscape Singapore
Linear: “identical facts separated 
by periods of time” p. 84 
Working day  






Cyclical: “undulations, vibrations, 





Tidal ebb / flow 





/rhythms: cyclical, linear, multi-scalar
Live smellmapping
Quercia, D, Schifanella, R, Aiello, L, McLean, K (2015) ‘Smelly Maps: The Digital Lives of Urban Smellscapes’ in 
AAAI Publications, Ninth International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media, Oxford May 2015
/Live Smellmapping 2016 
Venice 
Scentscape mapping in 3D: Singapore / WiP at Royal College of Art / January 14 – 20, 2016 
McLean, K (2016) ‘Ex-formation as Method for Mapping Smellscapes’, T&F Communication Design Vol. 3 , Issue No. 2, 2015
/Smellscaper: App in Beta development
/testing: Venice smellwalk
/iterative loop: mapping to make the map designed to…




“Arrhythmic walking is also produced by the distractions and diversions 
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 • • • • 
• • • • • •
 • • • • •   #5 Cheap food and coffee • CO/CO2 in the air • Parfum, especially near entrance • Damp, Dnieper • Cigarettes/alcohol • Basement humidity • Tannenbaum • Building construction • Strong base of dry fruits  • M





ood • Paper • Pepper • H
ay pine • Straw
 • U
krainian salo • Fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •   #7 Fast-food • ??? / European Square • Freshness snow • McDonalds + • Rust • Metal • Leaves • Meat • Croissant • Straw • Fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •    
#1 Confectioner sugar hot dog water • Rotten egg and mayo • Perfum
e pine • Tire and hot engine • Precl of plant – old stale tobaco • Inside light pole - cold steel concrete, w
ire insulation • Old building – stale air, rusty iron • Vendor building - charcoal, alcohol, m
eat grilling, cinam
on, hunger • Borved coffee w
ith plastic + raw m
eat • Wet anim
al & swarm
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Volodymyrs’kyi Descent  Kontraktova SquareMaidan Nezalezhnosti 
(Independence Square) 
Pulses of smell relative to position along time-length of entire smellwalk 
Walk pace
Sniff rhythm
Method SMELL CATCHING: Passive reception of smell data. Foreground olfactory knowledge. Note a name and intensity of the smell. SMELL HUNTING: Active search for smell data. Make use of other senses to decide where to sniff. Note smell name and intensity. INDEPENDENT SMELL RESEARCH: Determine a focus. Conduct a mini smell research project.
Explanation of the mapping: Speculating that future generations 
will foreground alternative sensory modalities as ways of 
knowing, this work treats smells as affordances of visual 
perception, equally facts of the environment and of human 
behaviour. This work is a mapping of ephemeral information 
along a route of woven, olfactory trails.
Above left maps the smellwalk, which started at Maidan, and 
includes an expanded view of 7 individual trails showing smell 
sources and projected smell shapes in the light, westerly winter 
wind. Each of the 7 smellwalkers is represented by a colour 
indicative to them of the Kyiv smellscape. Every smell that 
appears is listed in the outer ring of the map.
Below marks the cumulative pulse points of smell detection along 
the route as it unfolds in space, time, and mode of smelling. 
Concentrations occur in confined spaces and at stopping points.
On December 25th, 2016 a group of 13 people smellwalked 
Kyiv for two, frozen, hours.
Time: 1300h – 1500h
Temperature: High 1°C 
Wind: W – 8.7mph


Smellwalking as (performative) mapping 
Smellwalking is mapping (for each person involved) 
Smellwalking creates possibility for mapping (through notes) 
Mapping the smellwalk in motion reveals how smells have 
their own subtle and mesmerising beats, pulses and fades… 
these rhythms interact intimately with each other, over a 




















































SOUNDWALK THEORY & PRACTICES 







































SMELLSKETCHING OF ROUTE 









u PHILOSOPHY: WELL-BEING & 









rd DESIGN: THEATRE OF 
OLFACTIVE MEMORY
INITIAL BUDDY SHARING 
OF SMELL PERCEPTIONS 
MAP AS SMELLNOTE 
/SMELLFIE
SMELLSIT & SMELLCYCLE 
OPTIONS 
SMELLSKETCHING & 











GROUP WALK BUDDY WALK SMELLFIE APP WALK SOLO WALK














































































































































































































































SOUNDWALK THEORY & PRACTICES 







































SMELLSKETCHING OF ROUTE 









u PHILOSOPHY: WELL-BEING & 









rd DESIGN: THEATRE OF 
OLFACTIVE MEMORY
INITIAL BUDDY SHARING 
OF SMELL PERCEPTIONS 
MAP AS SMELLNOTE 
/SMELLFIE
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GROUP WALK BUDDY WALK SMELLFIE APP WALK SOLO WALK






























































































































































































/smell catching (10 mins)
Photo: Harkin, B of Smellwalk NYC @ Kate McLean (2014)
/smell hunting (10 mins)
Photo: Harkin, B of Smellwalk NYC @ Kate McLean (2014)
/free smelling (10 mins)
Photo: Lydford, V of Smellwalk Pamplona @ Kate McLean (2014)
Smellnote design iterations Kate McLean (2014, 2015, 2016)
/smellnotes

@katemclean  |  sensorymaps.com
/thank you 
for listening to “Un-freezing the map”
/Life of Pi 2013 
Midway to Midway 
There is just one smell recall from Pi Patel during his 227 days in a life 
boat with a 450-pound 3-year old Royal Bengal tiger: 
"I remember the smell of the spent hand-flare shells. By some freak 
of chemistry they smelled exactly like cumin. It was intoxicating. I 
sniffed the plastic shells and immediately Pondicherry came to life in 
my mind, a marvellous relief from the disappointment of calling for 
relief and not being heard. The experience was very strong, nearly a 
hallucination. From a single smell a whole town arose. (Now, when I 
smell cumin, I see the Pacific Ocean.)" 
Martel, Y (2003) The Life of Pi pp. 199-200



